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A scene from the Batsheva Dance Company's "Recollections or a People."

Dancers ·on the move
SOMEONE REMARKED after
Matthew. Diamond's "Lunch,"
premiered by the Batsheva Dance
Company in the Jerusalem Theatre
(July 16), that it was good to see
dancers really move.
That summed it up. The American ·
choreographer hirnself described it
as "a fantasy of the personallives of
individuals during their midday personal ho-ur." Yet he began by
overstressirtg his point, with discotype quirkiness to music by Don
York that went thump-thump.
When the, lunch whistle blew,
things developed. A cunning
acrobaiic duet by Shelly sl{eer and
Douglas Nielsen, danced to plano
scales played by a beginner, out-

DANCE/Dora Sowden
stayed its wittiness (brevity being
the soul thereof) .
In an elaborate trio to pleasing
sound, Nira Paaz and Nan Friedmart
danced with confidence but Jay
Augen looked strained. A romantic
duet, ·notably danced by Debi
Smulian and David Dvir, lost value
also through being overstretched. In
the final ensemble, Matthew Diamond showed how much better he
could do.
Deborah Bertonoff's "Recollections of a People" provided strona-

contrast. Fiv-e dancers as five
aspects of one "daughter of the
nation" appeared sltting in a
tableau. That summed it up, too.
Said to be based on poet Rahe! 's Une:
"There are memorles in my feet as
of yore, as of yore," the ballet
nevertheless used arms more than
feet.
One exceptionally well-balanced
expressionistic episode was danced
by Nurit Ster' another by Nira
Paaz. Yet the dynamics qt · J~sef
l"al's muntc wlth its myster ous
'iSiendings and pulses, more often
drew the attention.
The late Kurt Jooss's masterpiece
"The Green Table" was revived as a
tribute to him.
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